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Abstract

Mainstream approaches perpetuate the Taiwan–China ‘crisis’. They do

so by following Cold-War concepts and prescriptions, despite the rise of

new realities and new visions for cross-strait relations. We draw on

Hirschman’s identification of ‘loyalty’ and ‘voice’ to describe the main-

stream discourse on cross-strait relations in Taiwan, mostly directed by

the United States. But a third option is now emerging. It offers the

possibility of a paradigmatic breakthrough or ‘exit’ based on articula-

tions of a postcolonial subjectivity for Taiwan and its relations with

China.
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1 Introduction

The Cold War is far from over in the Asia-Pacific. Mainstream analysts
continue to rely on Cold War concepts, strategies, and rhetoric to resolve
what these have created and propped up for the past half century.
Paradigmatic fixation alone does not account for such ‘intellectual
inertia’ (Kuhn, 1962). It stems also from local leaders and analysts per-
petuating US hegemony, not necessarily through foreign policy and inter-
state relations alone, but also in subtler, less formal ways that are just as
institutionalized and binding: that is, ways of thinking about and solving
problems.

A prime example comes from the Taiwan–China ‘crisis’. It rests on an
‘international’ discourse of national security directed by the United States,
but locally supported, distributed, and reproduced in the state’s policy-
making apparatus in conjunction with society’s knowledge-producing insti-
tutions. This national security discourse casts Taiwan as a small, helpless,
and feminized subaltern subject in need of protection from virile, liberal
America against a rapacious, communist China intent on reclaiming ‘lost’
territory. What risks truly getting lost, we argue, is transforming cross-strait
relations from ‘crisis’ to something akin to ‘compatibility’. Indeed, new rea-
lities and new visions are emerging in Taiwan and these bear significant
implications for future relations with China. But mainstream analysts in
both Taiwan and the United States overlook, dismiss, or deny these devel-
opments due to their unreflective internalization of US hegemony.

We call this condition ‘subaltern straits’. Subalternity refers to the
subordination of a state, society, or group of people in service to a ruling
master. The master can take various forms: for example, a military com-
mander, a colonial metropole, a dominant market, a ruling ideology, an
imperial infrastructure, or a global hegemon. Given these asymmetrical
relations, subalternity often provokes a pattern of emulation or ‘mimicry’
(Bhabha, 1994). The subaltern mimics the master not just to survive but
to survive well, given the hegemonic structure that dominates both. In
today’s US-led world politics, national or social mimicry can entail
building major institutions like a ‘parliament’ or ‘independent press’,
importing political rhetoric like ‘democracy’ and ‘freedom’, applying
economic practices like ‘liberalization’ and ‘privatization’, copying cul-
tural representations in fashion, film, and the like, and depicting personal
identity as ‘individual’ and ‘self-interested’ (Ling, 2002b).
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In this paper, we broaden these notions of subalternity and mimicry.
We treat subalternity as a dynamic, not fixed, condition whereby the sub-
altern’s mimicry of the master does not only destabilize their power
asymmetry (as suggested by Bhabha), but also render it no longer rel-
evant. That is, mimicry puts the subaltern in the master’s place with the
potential of transforming the relationship. Taiwan’s mimicry of the
United States, we argue, is doing just that.

We proceed accordingly. We begin by drawing on Hirschman’s (1970)
notions of ‘exit’, ‘voice’, and ‘loyalty’ to categorize the discourse on
cross-strait relations. For Hirschman, these typologize the strategies avail-
able to unions during contract disputes with management. We apply this
typology to negotiations between the United States and Taiwan, in par-
ticular, given similar structural asymmetries. ‘Loyalty’ and ‘voice’, for
example, characterize Taiwan’s mainstream discourse on cross-strait
relations that follows the US lead, locking both in a Cold-War logic.1

Most emblematic is the ‘triangulation’ model, originally formulated for
United States–China–Soviet relations, now applied to United States–
China–Taiwan, yet retaining the same colonizing frames for race,
gender, sexuality, class, and nationality. Nonetheless, an alternative sensi-
bility is emerging in contemporary Taiwan. It disrupts the mainstream
notion of the national security state to articulate nationhood, particu-
larly in its postcolonial context, as a configuration of hybrid subjectiv-
ities. We examine the potential of this postcolonial discourse for a
paradigmatic breakthrough or ‘exit’ in cross-strait relations. We conclude
with its implications for the region’s ‘subaltern straits’.

2 Strategies for negotiation: exit, voice, and loyalty

Hirschman identified ‘exit’, ‘voice’, and ‘loyalty’ as three strategies for
negotiation between two asymmetrical parties: unions and management.
‘Exit’ refers to leaving the situation altogether by quitting the scene,
finding another job, transferring, or some other means of self-removal.
‘Voice’ articulates a specific program or counter-proposal to bargain with
management on a peer basis. And ‘loyalty’ specifies just that: compliance

1 In this paper, we focus only on the cross-strait discourses in the United States and Taiwan,
respectively. An examination of the same in China would be beyond the scope of this
paper. One reason is that the People’s Republic of China does not have a subaltern relation-
ship with the United States.
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with management demands. Each strategy represents a discrete act by
workers (or their collectivity, the union) in relation to the more powerful
and well-endowed managers.

This management–union analogy applies to United States–Taiwan
relations. Taiwan received substantial US aid from the end of World War
II to the 1970s (Jacoby, 1966; Wu, 1988), thereby enabling the United
States to shape (one could say ‘restructure’) Taiwan in the areas of labor,
security, and consumption, specifically, to accommodate America’s needs
and interests during the Cold War.2 Taiwan has developed significantly
since this initial period of tutelage under the United States, but the
island-state remains deeply embedded within the US orbit politically,
militarily, economically, and culturally. Indeed, Taiwan’s sex industry
epitomizes this workmanlike relationship in a subaltern context, most
prominently during the Vietnam War, when local prostitutes and pimps
systematically serviced US military bases stationed in Taipei, Kaohsiung,
Keelung, and Hualien (Huang, 1976; Wang, 1984).3 With the withdrawal
of US bases in 1979, businessmen from the United States, Europe, and
Japan have made up the difference in Taiwan’s thriving sex trade
(Human Trafficking Website, 2007–2008).4

To adjust Hirschman’s strategies for a postcolonial Taiwan, we draw
on Ling’s (2002a) differentiation between ‘formal’ and ‘substantive’
mimicry to refine ‘exit’, ‘voice’, and ‘loyalty’ in cross-strait relations.
Formal mimicry refers to superficial imitation by the subaltern of the
master or hegemon; substantive mimicry adapts the hegemonic model to
local traditions, norms, practices, and institutions to arrive at a new,
hybrid way of thinking, doing, and being. It is the latter, we argue, that
triggers the possibility of transforming the colonial or hegemonic
relationship. Put in Hirschman’s terms, formal mimicry personifies
‘loyalty’; substantive mimicry, a new ‘voice’ that negotiates with the
hegemon with self-confidence and self-respect. With maturation, ‘voice’
can help to foster a paradigmatic breakthrough or ‘exit’. An ‘exit’

2 The US impact is particularly evident in Taiwan’s transition from an agriculture to indus-
trial economy in the 1950s–1960s (Ho, 1978).

3 This same scenario was repeated throughout East and Southeast Asia in those countries
serving as US-supported ‘front lines’ against Communism during the Cold War (Ling,
2002b).

4 (http://gvnet.com/humantrafficking/Taiwan.htm).
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discourse resonates in Taiwan today, softly at first but perhaps in full
chorus over time.

To begin, let us review the mainstream discourse in the United States
on relations between Taiwan and China.

3 The mainstream discourse: Cold War redux

3.1 The United States

Mainstream analysts in the United States maintain the official position of a
‘one-China policy.’ That is, the United States should abide by the United
States–China communiques of 1972, 1979, and 19825 and the Taiwan
Relations Act (Lampton, 1986, 2003). The US analysts encourage Taiwan
and China to engage in dialogue to resolve the cross-strait crisis ‘peacefully’
(Clough, 2001a, b, 2002, 2003). Three competing policies have emerged
under this general rubric: (i) ‘strategic ambiguity’, (ii) ‘double deterrence’,
and (iii) ‘interim agreements’. Each accords the United States a different
role in the region and relations with Taiwan and China, respectively.

‘Strategic ambiguity’ keeps them guessing, in other words. By refusing
to declare whether it would aid Taiwan militarily should China attack,
the United States could deter both from reckless endangerment to them-
selves and the region (Solomon, 1978; Oksenberg, 1982; Johnson, 1997;
Tucker, 1998; Nathan, 2000). After all, mainstream analysts claim, the
United States has no vested interest in the final outcome so long as the
settlement is reached peacefully.

‘Double deterrence’ makes the above explicit. That is, the United
States actively opposes China’s resort to military force and any moves
from Taiwan toward formal independence. Indeed, double deterrence
links the two: that is, China’s renunciation of force is contingent upon
Taiwan’s rejection of independence. In practice, double deterrence trans-
lates into ‘no unification, no independence.’ It requires the United States,
also, to take on a direct, mediating role between Taiwan and China.

‘Interim agreements’ seek to normalize relations between China and
Taiwan with signed ‘contracts’ (Tucker, 1998; Lampton and May, 1999;
Nathan, 2000). Taiwan would abjure from seeking independence for 50
years in exchange for China’s renunciation of military action on the

5 These are the Shanghai Communique (1972), the Joint Communique on the Establishment
of Diplomatic Relations (1979), and the 17 August Communique (1982).
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island. Like strategic ambiguity and double deterrence, the interim agree-
ments approach has zero tolerance of military force by China against
Taiwan. But unlike the previous two proposals, the interim agreements
would demand that Taiwan and China sign a formal concession.

Of the three approaches, double deterrence prevails primarily by
default (Council on Foreign Relations, 1995; Robinson, 1996; Tucker,
2002). Neither Taiwan nor China supports strategic ambiguity given that
each distrusts US intentions. China suspects the United States will not
accept Taiwan’s eventual return to the mainland, just as Taiwan questions
whether the United States would support the island-state’s bid for formal
independence (Nathan, 2000). Nor does the interim approach fare any
better. For Taiwan, this would entail de facto abandonment of any kind of
independence based on an unenforceable and unreliable promise from
China. As for China, how could it give up a sovereign right to arms,
especially for a ‘domestic’ matter? Double deterrence, US analysts con-
clude, remains the only acceptable option for all three parties.

These approaches reproduce the Taiwan–China crisis. Each assumes
(i) an immutable sovereignty that (ii) divides the two entities into eter-
nally hostile camps, thereby (iii) disabling them from managing this
problem for themselves. Taiwan and China are portrayed as perpetual
enemies; accordingly, they treat each other in zero-sum terms. Moreover,
all three approaches present the United States as the only arbiter avail-
able and capable of intervening in the region, either indirectly by
framing the terms of debate and strategic interaction or directly through
state-to-state mediation.

Still, mainstream analysts in Taiwan agree to United States prescrip-
tions for cross-strait relations. Their compliance reflects two types of
hegemonic loyalty at work: formal and substantive mimicry. The former
subdivides additionally into positive and fearful loyalty.

3.2 Taiwan6

Mainstream analysts in Taiwan demand ‘strong sovereignty’ based on a
sense of national dignity, not just right to exist. This position aims, in

6 A note on style: we list the names of scholars from Taiwan and China in both Chinese (i.e.
surname first) and English formats (i.e. surname last), depending on how they list their
names and the venues of their publication. For Taiwanese authors, names with a hyphen
indicate the given name; accordingly, the name preceding them is the surname. For authors
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particular, to differentiate Taiwan from its ideological Other, China.7

Mainstream analysts proclaim Taiwan a model of liberal capitalism,
democracy, and independence. Accordingly, Taiwan is/must/should be a
prized member of the Club of (Western) Modernity. China, in contrast,
is demonized as authoritarian, underdeveloped, and possibly a new colo-
nizing master. Mainstream analysts believe that this dual strategy of
mimicking the United States and demonizing China empowers the
Taiwanese state, seen as key to resolving the cross-strait ‘crisis’.8 But, we
argue, this construction of United States–China–Taiwan relations pro-
tracts the crisis by inflating the role of the US, provoking China, and,
contrary to all avowed intentions, denigrating Taiwan – even with a new
President and new Administration in office.

New president, new administration, old policies. President Ma Ying-jeou
won a landslide victory in March 2008. Representing a new, post-Chiang
generation of Kuomintang (KMT) leadership, Ma’s election seemed to
augur a new era in cross-strait relations. It upset the previous ruling
party, the Democratic People’s Party (DPP), which had vowed ‘indepen-
dence’ for the island. Within two months, the Ma Administration
initiated weekend charter flights between Taiwan and China. Taiwan also
allowed more tourists from the mainland to visit. Constructive talks were
held between the Strait Exchange Foundation (haijihui) and its counter-
part on the mainland, the Association for Relations across the Taiwan
Strait (haixiehui).

In his inauguration speech, however, Ma reiterated the longstanding
US-sanctioned policy of ‘no unification, no independence, and no use of
force’ (butong, budu, buwu).9 Indeed, then Secretary of the State

from China, the last name is listed first in Chinese publications but listed last in English
publications.

7 The Taiwan Strait separates Taiwan from China by 100 miles (161 km).

8 We place ‘crisis’ in scare quotes to indicate its contingent and constructed nature.

9 For President Ma’s inaugural address, see (http://www.president.gov.tw/en/prog/

news_release/print.php?id=1105499687 (Downloaded: 26 August 2008). For a transcript of
his first presidential press conference, see (http://www.president.gov.tw/en/prog/
news_release/print.php?id=1105499708) (last accessed on 26 August 2008). President Ma
attended the inaugural ceremonies of the newly-elected presidents of Paraguay and
Dominican Republic in mid-August 2008. In contrast to previous presidents, he did not
make any provocative moves to upset the United States or China when he stopped over in
the United States. This restrained behavior sought to make his ‘diplomatic truce’ more
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Condoleezza Rice raised this issue in an interview in the Wall Street
Journal on 19 June 2008.10 Prominent China/Taiwan analysts in the US
cautioned Taiwan to improve relations with China ‘gingerly’: that is, not
to tilt toward the mainland.11 They advised against ‘free-riding’; hence,
they urged the Ma Administration to continue purchasing weapons from
the United States to demonstrate Taiwan’s ‘determination’ to defend
itself from China.12

Taiwan’s defense intellectuals couldn’t agree more.13 For Edward
I-hsin Chen (2008a–c), Taiwan cannot afford to ignore the United States
given the former’s complete dependence on the latter for diplomatic and
cross-strait relations. He urges Taiwan to keep buying weapons from the
United States and carefully consider the proposal for a ‘diplomatic truce’
to prevent China from taking advantage of Taiwan.14 Lo (2008) used to
criticize the United States for applying a double standard vis-à-vis
Taiwan’s democratic referendum but now harshly accuses President Ma
of abandoning democratic values and embracing ‘Chinese nationalism’.
Many urge the new president to buy enough weapons to bolster Taiwan’s

convincing. He elaborated on this policy when talking to several presidents of Taiwan’s dip-
lomatic allies in Central and South America.

10 See (http://www.state.gov/secretary/rm/2008/06/106122.htm) (Downloaded: 26 August
2008).

11 See http://voanews.com/chinese/archive/2008-05/w2008-05-06-voa47.cfm?CFID=
28406288&CFTOKEN=79856263 (last accessed on 19 August 2008). See, also, Glaser
(2008).

12 Although President Ma announced a ‘diplomatic truce,’ the Chinese representative to the
UN emphasized yet again that Taiwan has no right to participate in any UN affiliated
organizations (The United Daily 29 August 2008: A10). Taiwan’s mainstream establishment
interpreted this response as hostile to Ma’s friendly initiative; consequently, Ma was criti-
cized for his seeming submissiveness toward China (The China Times 29 August 2008:
A13). Raymond F. Burghardt, head of the American Institute in Taiwan (AIT), unofficial
‘embassy’ for the United States in Taiwan, expressed concern that while Taiwan is negotiat-
ing with China on Taiwan’s international space, Taiwan cannot relax its position on the
matter of sovereignty. That is to say, according to the United States, there are two ‘nos’ in
the new negotiation: no claim of sovereignty over Taiwan for China and no right for China
to approve of Taiwan’s international activities (The Liberty Times 28 August 2008: A1).

13 Here, we use the term ‘defense intellectual’ to refer to those who contribute to the public
discourse on defense in Taiwan: e.g., officials, scholars, journalists. Carol Cohn (1987)
popularized this term in feminist analyses of IR but her usage included a specific techno-
muscular rationality that we do not presume for our case.

14 In Ma’s ‘diplomatic truce,’ neither Taiwan nor China would sabotage the other’s diplomatic
ties with allies through coercion or co-optation. One source mentioned a country that cur-
rently recognizes the Republic of China (Taiwan) but sought some considerable compen-
sation for switching diplomatic recognition. China refused to do so (Liu 2008).
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self-defense while not alienating the island’s two chief allies, the United
States and Japan (Zhang, 2008a, b; Lan, 2008; Li, 2008; Liu, 2008).
Demonizing China also continues in official circles. The newly elected
Chair of the DPP, Tsai Ing-wen, compared the Beijing Olympics with the
1936 Berlin Olympics, thereby analogizing the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) to Hitler’s Nazi regime (Tsai, 2008).

These positions reflect a longstanding policy of loyalty to or formal
mimicry of US ‘leadership’ in the Asia-Pacific.

Loyalty (formal mimicry). ‘Loyalty’ or formal mimicry in Taiwan seeks
closer ties to the US, even under conditions of subalternity. These
include mimicry in concepts, methods, policies, and rhetoric, as well as
the mainstream’s internalization of US neocolonial attitudes toward
themselves, the Taiwanese Other.

Two versions of loyalty or formal mimicry pertain:

† Positive loyalty

Positive loyalty fully mimics the US mainstream discourse for the region.
Yang (2006) takes loyalty to the maximum by prioritizing US interests
above Taiwan’s. He calls for a variation of the double deterrence strategy,
so the United States could sell more weapons to Taiwan. High profits
from these sales, he contends, would save the United States the trouble
of sending troops to Taiwan should China attack. Yang (2006, 215) adds
that this would help the United States avoid any ‘awkwardness’ by
seeming to ‘discipline’ Taiwan when the latter is so eagerly pursuing
democratization. Yang (2007) further agrees with the United States that
Taiwan should cease and desist from a public referendum on gaining
membership in the United Nations (UN). Should this referendum pass,
he warns, the United States will regard Taiwan as ‘an ideological funda-
mentalist’ and ‘trouble-maker’ (Yang, 2007, A15). He implies, of course,
that Taiwan cannot afford to fall under either label. Chang (2007)
concurs that should this referendum pass, he declares, the United States
should ‘punish’ Taiwan by recalling the US representative from Taipei.
(The referendum failed in March 2008.)

Time and again, Chang (1999) has promoted proposals for Taiwan
advocated by US mainstream analysts. Many of them (e.g. Joseph Nye,
Kenneth Lieberthal, Darryl Johnson, Susan Shirk) have worked for the
US government as high-level officials or advisors. Chang has argued that
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Taiwan should sign the ‘interim agreements’ because the United States
wants it. To be fair, Chang also has presented his own proposals,
drawing on Germany’s unification treaty for inspiration. But he did so
without regard to the strong negative reactions within both Taiwan and
China to such agreements. His argument rested solely on the United
States whose superpower status, he hoped, would pressure Taiwan and
China into signing the agreements.

A new generation of mainstream analysts in Taiwan now embrace a
post-9/11 US foreign policy directive, i.e. ‘transformational diplomacy’
(Rice, 2006). It aims to ‘transform’ enemies into friends through the dip-
lomatic promotion of ‘free, open, and democratic societies’. US agencies
reach out to foreign citizens and countries to help them ‘reform’ their
political systems, to build ‘partnerships’ with major powers, and to
enhance the ability of US diplomats to ‘work with’ colleagues and
agencies in foreign governments.

For Huang (2006), ‘transformational diplomacy’ gives Taiwan an
effective means to democratize China. After all, Taiwan has excelled at
taking on US-style democracy. Who better than Taiwan, he asks rhetori-
cally, to serve as America’s helpmate in transforming China? Lo (2007,
72, 75) adds that Taiwan should emphasize its ‘common values and
interests’ with the United States as a basis for advertising itself a ‘success
story’, the better to help the US democratize China.

Casting Taiwan as a junior partner to the United States has an estab-
lished history. For over a decade, Chen (1997, 13) has been calling for
Taiwan to ‘deepen’ and ‘enrich’ its democratization so as to demonstrate
its capacity to become an important partner for the United States, par-
ticularly vis-à-vis China in the areas of international human rights,
democratization, and peaceful evolution. This will be key that Chen
(2009) reiterates today in securing the Obama Administration’s support
for Taiwan.

Yet fear also motivates a subset of mainstream analysts in Taiwan.
They share common ideas with the positive loyalists but often proceed
from a basis of insecurity and anxiety, particularly at the possibility of
abandonment by the United States of Taiwan.

† Fearful loyalty

Fearful loyalists reflect an anxiety-inducing hypothetical, i.e. what if the
US betrays Taiwan due to increasing pressures from China? Chen (2000)
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and Chang (2004) worry about a potential sell-out of Taiwan by the
United States when it plays a ‘double-handed’ policy. This applies
especially to any ‘interim agreements’ that could be signed without con-
crete guarantees (Chen, 2000). Lo (2007) fears that the United States
and China would ‘co-manage’ Taiwan, thereby deeply compromising and
damaging the island-state’s vital interests.

This concern has longstanding roots. A decade ago, Arthur Ding
(1998) urged the United States to upgrade its relationship with Taiwan
to prevent any misimpressions to China that the United States did not
care about the island-state. He further cautioned the United States not to
be ‘naı̈ve’ about China given the many conflicts that plague their
relationship.

Still, a new ‘voice’ or substantive mimicry is also apparent in Taiwan.
It accepts the dominant framework set by the United States, but chal-
lenges it at the same time with a new, albeit still establishment, discourse
on cross-strait relations.

Voice (substantive mimicry). ‘Voice’ or substantive mimicry in Taiwan
comes primarily in the form of warnings and/or criticisms. These build
on US norms of liberal capitalism, democracy, and self-determination
but adapt them to Taiwan’s own needs, interests, and aspirations.
Sometimes, this new ‘voice’ overlaps with those of ‘loyalty’, whether
positive or fearful. Lo (2007), for example, may accept the US strategy of
double deterrence, but questions its rigidity and calls for a more flexible
and lenient policy toward Taiwan. Others criticize the United States for
its inconsistencies on Taiwan’s democratic demand for independence.
Many argue that Taiwan’s efforts to ‘indigenize’ should merit US recog-
nition and appreciation (Yang, 2000, 2006; Chang, 2004; Lin and Lin,
2006).15 They urge the United States to redefine the region’s status quo
given Taiwan’s newfound democratic status.

For example, Lin and Lin (2006) charged that the Bush
Administration’s policy toward Taiwan was self-contradictory. Bush
hailed Taiwan as a model of democracy for other countries, they note,
but discouraged, it from writing a new constitution because it would
suggest a move toward formal independence. Furthermore, Lin Cheng-yi

15 Some analysts in the US echo these sentiments (Shambaugh, 1996; Yahuda, 1996; Clough,
1996; Sterling-Folker and Shinko, 2005; Nathan, 2000, 2007).
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regards the US disapproval of Taiwan’s referendum for UN membership
as a double standard.16 Twenty years ago, he notes, the United States
pressured Taiwan to end martial law; today, it wants to dictate Taiwan’s
democracy.

Here, Lin echoes a ‘positive loyalist’ like Chen (2007). Chen argues
that the United States underestimates the degree of democratization in
Taiwan. The more democratic Taiwan becomes, predicts Chen, the less
effective US pressures will be to follow its leadership. Taiwan’s civil
society is already too active and self-confident to allow ‘business as
usual’. Yet the Bush Administration never missed an opportunity to
push sales of military hardware onto Taiwan despite downplaying its
international status.

‘Voice’ analysts seek an alternative agency for Taiwan. Nonetheless, it
is built on US definitions of sovereignty, civil society, liberal capitalism,
and democratic governance. And a cost comes with such ‘voicing’. The
US official and academic circles often marginalize these analysts who, in
turn, react by strengthening conventional strategies like double deter-
rence, thereby entrenching the region further in ‘crisis’.

‘Loyalists’ and ‘voice’ analysts alike remain shackled to US definitions
of cross-strait relations. In so doing, they perpetuate racialized and sex-
ualized stereotypes of relations between the United States, China, and
Taiwan, most explicitly expressed in the Cold-War inspired security dis-
course of ‘triangulation’.

3.3 Triangulation

Dittmer (1981, 2005) articulated a ‘strategic triangle’ model for United
States–China–Soviet Union relations during the Cold War. He proposed
three, likely policy scenarios: (i) ‘ménage à trois’, (ii) ‘romantic triangle’,
and (iii) ‘stable marriage’. Ménage à trois refers to symmetrical amities
among all three actors (‘we love one another’). Romantic triangle binds
one ‘pivot’ to two ‘wing’ actors, but enmity divides the latter two (‘I,
Pivot, love the two of you, Wing A and Wing B, but you two hate each
other’). And stable marriage binds amity between two actors to the
exclusion of a third (‘I, Pivot, am morally and legally obligated to love
only Wing A, and vice versa. There is no room for Wing B’). According

16 Lin made these remarks at the Taiwan Think Tank International Affairs Forum, National
Taiwan University, 1 September 2007.
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to Dittmer, ‘ménage à trois’ provides the most desirable scenario. It
‘benefits’ all three players with no ‘cost’ to any one. Nonetheless,
Dittmer conceded, ‘romantic triangle’ and ‘stable marriage’ tend to
prevail in practice because each player prefers being the ‘pivot’. It offers
the greatest benefits while keeping the other two actors in ‘balance’ or
‘containment’.

Wu (1996, 2000, 2005) applies Dittmer’s ‘strategic triangle’ to United
States–China–Taiwan relations.17 Along with other mainstream analysts
(Yang, 1996; Chi, 2005; Shen, 2006), Wu contends that this model gives
Taiwan a sovereign presence equal to that of the United States’ and
China’s. Triangulation allows Taiwan to claim an independent status,
thereby signaling its difference from the People’s Republic. Wu (2000)
refines the model to cast the United States as an ‘unwilling’ pivot in the
romantic triangle with China and Taiwan. The United States seeks not
to take advantage of tensions in the Taiwan Strait, Wu explains, yet it is
actively, albeit awkwardly, courted by the two ‘wings’ to intervene. If the
United States ‘tilts’ towards Taiwan, it is not due to a mean-spirited cal-
culation of US interests but the institutional and ideological similarities
that the United States shares with Taiwan. This ‘romantic triangle’
between the United States and Taiwan, Wu predicts, will transform even-
tually into a ‘stable marriage’ despite China’s rise in world politics.
A ‘stable marriage’ with the United States will turn China, not Taiwan,
into the outcast or ‘pariah’.

Bao (1999) offers a precedent to this interpretation. The United States
recognized China in 1979, thereby severing diplomatic relations with
Taiwan. But Bao thinks this relationship is still a ‘romantic triangle’,
rather than a ‘stable marriage’, because the United States ‘protects’
Taiwan with the Taiwan Relations Act.18 The 1980s saw a ‘ménage à
trois’ between the United States, China, and Taiwan, Bao contends, due
to the ‘goodwill’ extended to Taiwan by China. But when China threa-
tened military action across the straits in 1996, this ‘ménage à trois’
shifted into a ‘stable marriage’ between the United States and Taiwan. In
effect, China exiled itself from this triangular relationship. The United

17 Wu is one of the Taiwan’s most distinguished scholars and Director of the Institute of
Political Science at the Academica Sinica, the most prestigious and influential research
institution in Taiwan.

18 One wonders why such ‘protection’ would be missing in a ‘stable marriage.’.
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States and China may ‘flirt’ with each other to rebuild mutual
cooperation but, Bao maintains, once relations between Taiwan and
China warm up, the strategic triad between the United States, China,
and Taiwan will return, once again, to a happy, swinging ‘ménage à
trois’.

Such racialization and sexualization of the Asian Other in the West is
a tale overly-told (Said, 1979, 1994). Cultural productions from
‘Madame Butterfly’ to ‘The World of Suzie Wong’ to ‘Miss Saigon’ have
long cast the Asian Other as a sultry, supine prostitute to a wealthy, mili-
tarized West that is no less desirable for its fickleness and infidelity
(Ling, 1999). Indeed, this imagery remains alive and well today. Noah
Feldman, for example, a senior advisor to the draft constitution in Iraq,
warns against the seductions of democratization in that country.
Elections, he writes, can offer an ‘embrace’ from the occupied (Iraq) to
the occupier (the United States) that is ‘both pleasurable and terrifying’,
tantalizing the occupier with visions of ‘successful consummation, the
seed of democracy implanted and the door opened for subsequent with-
drawal’ (Feldman, 2004, 95). The occupier thinks he can simply ‘buil[d]
and leav[e]’; instead, a possible quagmire awaits where the occupier finds
that he ‘cannot extract himself [yet] he cannot remain without suffering
unmanning damage’ (Feldman, 2004, 95).

What distinguishes Taiwan’s mainstream discourse is its unreflective
internalization of such Orientalized racism, sexism, and classism.
Taiwan’s mainstream analysts fret not, it seems, about accepting Taiwan
as a desperate femme fatale clinging for dear life to manly (albeit fickle)
United States for protection against big, bad, he–she China.
Theoretically, the triangulation model holds that all three parties could
be considered either ‘pivot’ or ‘wing’. But disparities in size, resources,
economic development, and military capability allow Taiwan to play the
‘wing’ role only; the United States, a definite ‘pivot’; and China, some-
where in-between ‘pivot’ and ‘wing,’ depending on the variable at stake
(e.g. population versus development). Triangulation discourse, in effect,
hypermasculinizes the United States to protect small, helpless Taiwan
from a China that could never gain respectability or legitimacy given its
shady ambiguities due to possibly deviant proclivities.19

19 Asian-American playwright, David Henry Hwang, explored these issues in his play,
M. Butterfly (1988).
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Put differently, the United States always stays on top. Unlike China, the
United States is a ‘catch’. A desiring subject, it is also an object of desire
to all. Accordingly, the United States ‘pivot’ enjoys full decision-making
power: it can enter into an affair (‘ménage à trois’, ‘romantic triangle’) or
try marriage (‘stable marriage’) or dabble in both at the same time. More
importantly, the United States can exit such arrangements at will.

Yet this construction of Taiwan does not end mainstream anxieties.
Taiwan’s defense establishment hopes that a ‘stable marriage’ between
the United States, the ‘senior’ partner, and Taiwan, the ‘junior’ one,
would ensure stability for the region and favorable policies for Taiwan.
But this strategy renders Taiwan even more vulnerable. It must depend
on the United States completely to prevent abandonment or worse,
betrayal, especially with China enticing the United States on the other
side of the strait. The only policy option for Taiwan, then, is to cater to
the United States in every way to prevent abandonment or betrayal.
These analysts seldom believe that Taiwan could play ‘pivot’ to the
United States or China by taking advantage of their mutual conflicts
and contradictions and be courted by them, instead. More profoundly,
Taiwan’s mainstream analysts could not conceive of repudiating such a
racist, sexist, and ultimately colonial model for United States–Taiwan
relations. Their concepts, methods, and arguments remain subordinate to
those in the United States – even when such dependence becomes
counterproductive.

A paradigmatic breakthrough or ‘exit’ discourse hovers on the horizon
in Taiwan. Most promising is a burgeoning postcolonial scholarship on
cross-strait relations that offers (i) a new sense of being or subjectivity
for Taiwan and its people based on (ii) actual, on-going exchanges
between Taiwan and China that today’s policies are addressing finally yet
only partially, thereby laying down the foundation for (iii) new visions
for cross-strait relations. These have the potential to transform the ‘crisis’
by, first, excising Cold-War subalternity from Taiwan.

4 Paradigmatic breakthrough: postcolonial ‘exit’

4.1 New realities

Relations between Taiwan and China have been intensifying through
daily intimacies. These range from the concrete (trade and investment,
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transportation and tourism) to the sociological (popular culture, family
ties, religious bonds, academic exchanges) to the ideological (revival of
Confucianism).

Concrete exchanges: On 30 June 2009, Taiwan’s Ministry of Economic
Affairs announced that China can now invest in Taiwan. Specifically,
Chinese investment may involve ‘64 sectors in manufacturing, 25 in ser-
vices and 11 public infrastructure projects’ (Sung and Ong, 2009). These
include real estate (both commercial and residential), transportation (air-
ports and harbor facilities but limited to less than 50 percent of any
venture), and energy industries (oil and natural gas exploration services,
petroleum products wholesaling, and fuel retailing).

This development peaks recent trends. In 2007, China was Taiwan’s
biggest trading partner, accounting for 28 percent of Taiwan’s cross-strait
trade valued at slightly over $130 billion (Chao, 2009). That same year,
China became Taiwan’s largest export market, accounting for 41 percent
of the island’s total exports; the mainland was also Taiwan’s second-
largest import source at 14 percent of its total (Chao, 2009). Taiwan’s
Ministry of Economic Affairs estimates that, as of August 2008, 57
percent of investments from the island went to the mainland, amounting
to approximately $71 billion (Chao, 2009).

Transportation and tourism show similar signs of integration. In April
2009, Taiwan’s Straits Exchange Foundation and China’s Association for
Relations Across the Taiwan Strait agreed to direct flights across the
Taiwan Strait.20 Direct weekend flights were announced only a year
before, after nearly 60 years of prohibition of any official contact (Asian
Economic News 7 July 2008).21 In 2007, almost 5 million Taiwanese
visited the mainland (Chao, 2009). Chinese tourists to Taiwan peaked in
2007 with almost 82,000, compared with nearly 54,000 in 2008; however,
the ‘mini three links’ policy has more than offset this drop.22

20 They agreed to 110 scheduled flights and 25 charter flights per week, starting in August
2009 (http://n.yam.com/chinatimes/china/200906/20090602780902.html) (last accessed
on 6 July 2009). See, also, http://www.mac.gov.tw/big5/cc3/index.htm (last accessed on
30 June 2009), and http://taiwanjournal.nat.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=53312&ctNode=413
(last accessed on 30 June 2009).

21 http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m0WDP/is_2008_July_7/ai_n27971965 (last accessed
on 31 July 2008).

22 See, for example, http://www.taiwansig.tw/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&
id=837&Itemid=117 and http://www.nownews.com/2008/11/28/301-2372584.htm (last
accessed on 1 January 2009) and the official website of Taiwan’s National Immigration
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Sociological Ties: Audiences in China and Taiwan idolize the same
film stars, singers, and other media celebrities, regardless of national
origin (Kristof, 1991; Lin, 2002). In comparison to the 1960s–1970s,
shows from the United States have declined significantly (Jing, 2008).
These connections in popular culture reflect new technologies as much as
greater migration across the Taiwan Strait. Since 1987, over 2 million
Taiwanese have moved to the mainland, including 750,000 Taiwanese
businessmen (China Times 12 November 2007). With marriages between
Taiwanese and mainlanders increasing by 40 percent per year (Ibid.),
brides from China now comprise 65% of total ‘foreign spouses’ (waiji
peiou) in Taiwan, numbering some 290,000 couples (Chao, 2009), far
exceeding marital unions with other nationalities (Zhuang, 2007).

The Sichuan earthquake of 12 May 2008 also solidified cross-strait
relations. Ordinary citizens and civic groups donated more than 1 billion
renminbi to China to aid the missing or killed in the earthquake. The
Chinese government subsequently re-opened negotiations for weekend
charter flights and other policies in light of this generous and genuine
outpouring of aid and public sentiment in Taiwan.

Religion plays a role as well. Followers of the Mazu religion have been
interacting between Kinman/Matzu (islands belonging to Taiwan) and
Fujian (a province in China) for decades (Tsai, 2001).23 In 2002, over
100,000 pilgrims traveled from Taiwan to Meizhou in Fujian province,
despite government prohibitions (Li, 2007). Today, the ‘mini three links’
policy formalizes what had been common practice between the two sites.

And the academy offers a quasi-governmental yet semi-private site for
cross-strait relations. Faculty and students routinely lecture or conduct
research across the Strait. Taiwan’s Mainland Affairs Council reports
that such scholarly exchanges jumped 1,000 fold in 2007 compared with
just a decade before.24

Ideological affinities: Confucianism is returning to post-Mao China
(Bell, 2008).25 Note, for example, the Chinese Communist Party’s recent

Agency (http://www.immigration.gov.tw/aspcode/allinfo_97.asp) (last accessed on 1
January 2009).

23 There are more than 3000 Mazu temples scattered throughout Taiwan. See, Song (2007).

24 http://www.mac.gov.tw/english/index1-e.htm (last accessed on 27 September 2008).

25 See, for example, http://www.zgrj.cn/p_info.asp?PID=2465 (last accessed on 31 December
2008).
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call for a ‘harmonious society’ (hexie shehui), based on the Confucian
precepts of unity, morality, and respect for authority (Guo and Guo,
2008).26 Chinese foreign policy applies another Confucian notion,
‘harmony with difference’ (he er bu tong) (Cao, 2007), to deflect anxiety,
especially in the West (Ikenberry, 2008) about a newly resurgent, ‘muscu-
lar’ China (Wang, 2005).

With China’s return to Confucianism comes the greatest potential, so
far, of an ideological affinity with Taiwan. Both revere Dr. Sun Yat-sen,
who overthrew the Qing dynasty in 1911 and founded China’s contem-
porary republican state.27 No longer subject to the seemingly immutable
divide between Marxism–Leninism–Mao Zedong thought on the main-
land and liberal–capitalist–Confucianism in Taiwan, the two governing
bodies may now have a common language to talk to and approach each
other.

These developments offer new visions of cross-strait relations. They
help to break out of the status quo paradigm of Taiwan versus China,
‘strong sovereignty’ versus ‘weak sovereignty’, ‘wing’ versus ‘pivot’.

4.2 New visions

The Cold War, Chen Kuan-Hsing (2002a, b, 79) points out, constituted
Taiwan. This meant a ‘worldview, political and institutional forms, the
system of popular knowledge and its classifications’ shaped by a
pro-United States and anti-Communist China ideology. Chen (2007, 47)
offers an alternative framework for Taiwan based on the ‘multiple nodal
points’ (zhidian) of its location in overlapping and intersected ‘life net-
works’ (wangluo), e.g. ‘local Taiwan’ (taiwan zaidi) within ‘cross-strait
relations’ (liang an guanxi) within a ‘Mandarin international’ (huawen
guoji) within an ‘Asian region’ (yazhou quyu) within a ‘globalized region’
(quanqiu quyu). Through globalization and the hybridization that results
from it, these new connections reflect Taiwan’s mix of colonial and hege-
monic legacies with indigenous cultures and their values (Chen, 2006).
Taiwan needs to restore its relationship with China, Chen stresses.

26 See the Chinese government’s website on hexie shehui (http://news.sohu.com/s2006/
hexie2006/) (last accessed on 31 December 2008).

27 For instance, a public plaza in Taipei still commemorates the memory of Dr. Sun whereas
a similar site for Chiang Kai-shek was renamed two years ago but regained its original
name after Ma came to the presidency.
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For too long, Taiwan has treated China as an enemy. Improved cross-
strait relations could help Taiwan exert its presence, at last, in Asia and
the world (Chen, 2006). For this reason, Chen (2002a, b, 80) calls for an
intellectual as well as policy move to ‘de-colonize’ (qu zhi min),
‘de-imperialize’ (qu di guo), and ‘de-Cold War’ (qu leng zhan) the region.

Indeed, Shih (2003) reminds us, ‘Taiwan’ comes not from the realist
logic of inter-state relations where the state remains a fixed, unitary, and
eternal ‘black box’. Rather, ‘Taiwan’ qualifies more as an idea con-
structed by its leaders. Taiwan has its own agency and desires irrespective
of United States strategic interests, plans, or goals – and has always
acted on them, contrary to its portrayal as helpless and fragile. The
‘rules of the game’, Shih emphasizes, are not decided by the United
States alone. For example, former President Chiang (1978–1988) dis-
rupted the US role for Taiwan in relation to China when he ended
martial law in 1987 and allowed family visits across the straits. With
such social porousness dissolving the divide between China and Taiwan,
the likelihood of military action from either side would diminish over
time. This would give Taiwan the geopolitical space, Shih argues, to ‘find
its own way’, with or without formal independence.

Taiwan, in short, is not what mainstream analysts presume it is. The
island-state is not a self-enclosed, unitary actor with singularly definable
interests like hating China and loving the United States, maximizing
‘pivots’ and minimizing ‘wings’. Taiwan is neither exclusively Chinese
nor Japanese nor American nor, even, ‘indigenous’ but an amalgam of
all these ethnicities, histories, and politics – and more. A mix of ‘tra-
dition’ and ‘modernity’, ‘democratic debate’ and ‘authoritarian rule’,
‘patriarchal standards’ and ‘feminist challenges’, Taiwan serves as a
dynamic indicator of contemporary Asia rather than a relic of Cold-War
power politics (Shih and Ling, 1997; Ling and Shih, 1998). Old political
divisions have not only given way but also morphed into new hybrid sub-
jectivities as traffic in people, goods, capital, ideas, and cultures increase.
The geopolitical space between Taiwan and China is not just shrinking;
it is also being transformed.

This postcolonial sensibility suggests an alternative approach to cross-
strait relations. Elsewhere, we draw on Ang Lee’s 2007 film, ‘Lust/
Caution’, as an allegory for Taiwan and China (Chen et al., 2009). The
film tells of the painful consequences to the bifurcated national security
state (‘KMT, nationalist government’ versus ‘Japanese-run, puppet
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regime’), personified by the film’s two principals, Wang and Yee, who are
lovers but committed to killing each other. In the end, both die: one
physically (by order of her lover); the other, spiritually (due to this
order). No one wins, in other words. What the paper explores are the
liminalities or ‘borderlands’ that bind Wang and Yee – much akin to the
‘new realities’ identified above for Taiwan and China – even as they
operate within circumscribed circumstances (‘subaltern straits’). These
‘borderlands,’ we propose, need to be re-centered in our analyses and
policies for Taiwan and China, if we seek a sustainable peace. A passage
from this paper merits quoting at length:

The affair between Wang and Yee stands for the private, social
relations (‘borderlands’) that unfold and persist, even involuntarily,
between two national security realms (‘free China’ versus
‘Japanese-occupied Shanghai’, ‘Taiwan’ versus ‘China’), each claiming
to destroy the other . . . A thought takes hold: perhaps we could put
this abstract legacy of the Cold War, the national security state, on the
back burner for now, lower the temperature, and leave it. We could
prioritize, instead, what’s before us that is immediate and material,
even physical and personal. In so doing, we begin to strengthen the
infrastructure around the ‘borderlands’ of Taiwan/China rather than
continue cleaning up the spills and burns of the national security
state. This analytical shift may be temporary, a mere moment of
speculation. But even a pause from ‘business as usual’ offers the possi-
bility of emancipation (Chen et al., 2009, 761).

This approach to Taiwan–China relations may shock, at most titillate,
establishment thinkers and analysts. But it can help shift cross-strait dis-
course from ‘crisis’ to ‘compatibility’. Postcolonial ‘exit’ means resistance
to and redress of the hegemonic discourse, replete with its connotations
for race, gender, sexuality, class, and nationality for both hegemon and
subaltern. Local participants can now abide by their own sensibilities,
histories, and experiences rather than the hegemon’s. Taiwan is not, if it
ever was, the helpless, hapless femme fatale waiting for a hypermasculi-
nized United States and China to duke it out for the island’s destiny.
Half a century of this racist, sexist, and neocolonial narrative is long
enough.
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5 Conclusion

Cross-strait analysts, whether from Taiwan or China, need to retrieve
their analytical agency. As demonstrated by the reality of ‘borderlands’
between Taiwan and China, ordinary people have always acted on their
own agency in daily life. Some analysts recognize this fact and ‘voice’
new challenges to the complacency and complicity of ‘loyalty’. But more
radical change awaits us. A paradigmatic breakthrough or ‘exit’ looms
on the horizon.

Recent moves by both sides indicate as much. Since Ma’s election, the
heads of the Taiwan’s Straits Exchange Foundation (haijihui) and
China’s Association For Relations Across the Taiwan Strait (haixiehui)
have met in Beijing as well as Taipei. They have signed agreements on
commerce, trade, investment, and transportation. And both now empha-
size a new orientation that highlights ‘talks’ (xieshang) rather than
‘opposition’ (duili).

The region’s subaltern straits may be unraveling, at last.
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